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Ways to Make Sunshine by Renée Watson – Ryan Hart is the Ramona Quimby for a new generation of readers. 

Wayside School Beneath the Cloud of Doom by Louis Sachar – 25 years after the last installment in his popular Wayside 
series, Sachar brings back all the favorite teachers and students of the zany school.

Stella Diaz Never Gives Up by Angela Dominguez – Lessons about perseverance and determination shine through as 
Stella learns about the impact of pollution on the ocean during a visit to Mexico. 

Diary of a Pug:Pug’s Snow Day by Kyla May – Second book in series (a third will be released in July) finds Bub must 
overcome his fear of snow. 

The Best Iggy by Annie Barrows – Kids will laugh out loud at Iggy’s adventures; first in a series. 

Chapter Two is Missing by Josh Lieb – Readers will help the detective discover what happened to chapter two. 

The One and Only Bob by Katherine Applegate – The much-anticipated sequel to The One and Only Ivan.

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic (Graphic Novel) by Lauren Tarshis – The first of The I Survived series to get the 
graphic novel treatment. 

Catstronauts:Slapdash Science by Drew Brockington – Number five in this hilarious graphic novel series follows cat 
astronauts on their many missions.

The Princess in Black: Bathtime Battle  by Shannon Hale – Princess and friends battle a beastly stink. 

Ghost Squad by Claribel A. Ortega – Lucely and Syd join forces with her grandmother  and her cat to fight evil spirits in 
St. Augustine. 

The Baby-Sitters Club (Graphic Novel) by Ann M. Martin & Raina Telegemeier: The classic novels by Ann M. Martin are 
retold for today’s audience in graphic novel format. 

Escape This Book: Tombs of Egypt by Bill Doyle – Readers become the star of the book by choosing a path to follow. 
Can you escape the tombs of Egypt as pharaoh, pyramid worker, or archaeologist? 

The Runaway Princess by Joahn Troïanowski – Robin escapes her royal duties as princess and heads off an adventure 
away from the palace in this graphic novel.

Magic Treehouse: Narwhal On a Sunny Night by Mary Pope Osborne – Jack and Annie help save a narwhal in 
Greenland in this latest book in the series. 

Samantha Spinner and the Boy in the Ball by Russell Ginns – Third book in a series follows Samantha and her brother on 
another adventure; book filled with puzzles and secret messages kids will love to solve. 

Confessions of a Dork Lord by Mike Johnston – Wick is a warlock in training; fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid will enjoy.

Dragon Masters: Call of the Spring  Dragon by Tracey West – Drake’s kingdom is devastated by an earthquake which 
destroys all the crops. Only a dragon that lives in the secret fairy world can help, and Drake must journey there to find 
him.

Owl Diaries: Eva’s Campfire Adventure by Rebecca Elliott – Eva and friends go on a treasure hunt during a camping 
trip. 

Never Let a Unicorn Scribble by Diane Alber – Magic happens when a little girl teaches a unicorn to scribble. 

It Began with a Page by Kyo Maclear – The fight for racial diversity in picture books is told through the biographical 
story of Gyo Fujikawa.


